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Developing new or optimizing existing locomotion systems for planetary exploration faces two major challenges: First, environmental conditions like reduced gravity are hard to mimic in laboratories. Second, physical
prototyping can be time-consuming and cost-intensive. To address both, virtual prototypes are simulated to verify
new designs and concepts, e.g. for rover wheels, before first physical prototypes are constructed. Often a method
to model soil is required to correctly simulate tool interactions. A common way is the Discrete Element Method
(DEM) which discretizes soil volumes into particles. The software currently used for DEM computations at DLR
is a CPU-bound, multi-threaded engine. Due to its high degree of parallelism, the DEM profits from being executed on graphics processing units (GPUs). In order to make absolute statements and predictions, high accuracy is
required and therefore the penalty based contact formulation is preferred. However, most of the DEM implementations for GPUs employ constraint based, hard contact formulations [1], e.g. Project Chrono [2]. Therefore, this
paper presents partsival – a collision-based particle simulation framework targeting graphics cards [1].

Fig. 1: Funnel piling application (left), single wheel test simulation of a rimless wheel [9] (right), 6 m single wheel test, ≈ 20 s of time (bottom)

GPU computing is performed via OpenGL 4.3+ compute shaders which ensures platform and vendor independence. Partsival integrates natively into OpenSceneGraph [3] and consequently features an object-oriented,
hierarchical software architecture. A central particle system class is configured by adding one or more simulation
steps, each of which defines a single action, like contact dynamics or integration. To facilitate the use of partsival,
wrapper functions shift the focus from programming to configuration in user models. Instanced rendering is used
for efficient on-line visualization of simulations. Since renderer and compute shaders have access to the same GPU
memory, particle data is accessed directly without the need of copying between GPU and CPU, therefore avoiding
PCIe (Peripheral Component Interconnect Express) and context switching latency.
Partsival currently features pre-defined simulation steps for state of the art [4] as well as advanced inter-particle
and particle-mesh contact models [5, 6]. The framework is extendable either via additional steps derived from the
existing classes or by an editable plugin shader class. In order to integrate the equations of motion, an integration
scheme particularly developed for partsival is used [7]. Due to its novel approach, implicit time integration becomes available without renewed contact detection during corrector iteration. A further improvement in long dense
packing simulations is gained by dynamic boundaries, i.e. activating and deactivating particles depending on the

tool position [8] (see the differently lighted particles of the right top image in Fig. 1). The engine also supports
switching between single and double floating point precision at startup allowing to use fast single precision for
relative statements (e.g. wheel-optimization scenarios) and double precision for absolute statements in prediction.
Fig. 1 depicts three example applications: The single wheel test is a typical application in planetary exploration
needed to improve traction on loose sandy terrain, featuring dense particle packings. The funnel piling example
is featuring both, loose particulate flow and dense packing including pile formation on the bottom. For validation
of partsival, an existing example of the CPU code has been recreated. Thereby the angle of repose after 3 s of
simulation, as well as the overall particle behaviour have been compared with good agreement as shown in Fig. 2
(right). Based on the funnel piling example a performance and scaling evaluation has been carried out for both,
partsival and the previously used CPU code. For comparability, both used the L ICHTENHELDT-jolt integration
scheme [7] and identicalScaling
contact
models, as well as boundary conditions. The CPU code has been executed in
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Fig. 2: Performance evaluation by comparing the real-time factor for different numbers of particles (lower is better) in double logarithmic scale (left);
comparison of simulation results of partsival (colored particles and red lines) and the CPU code (grey translucent particles and orange line) (right)

double precision, whereas partsival is used in both, single and double precision. The results in Fig. 2 (left) indicate
that partsival outperforms the CPU code for all tested numbers of particles (up to ≈ 7.5 · 105 ) on a single GPU.
It has to be stated that the CPU code features an optimized O(n log n) contact detection, whereas partsival is still
O(n2 ) in the first version. Hereby n denotes the number of particles. By speeding DEM and many body simulations
up by orders of magnitude, partsival allows for faster computations as well as to simulate scenarios which would
have not been feasible on the CPU. Such an example can be seen in Fig. 1 (bottom) while the simulation completed
in 2 hours and 23 minutes, whereas a comparable CPU simulation would have required at least a full day.
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